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 One of the most con-
 troversial-and important-questions underlying debate on Soviet intentions,
 detente, and strategic arms limitations (SALT) in particular, has concerned the
 Soviet view on mutual deterrence. Do they, or don't they, believe in mutual deter-
 rence? Do the political and military leaders in Moscow accept mutual deterrence
 as an underpinning to strategic arms limitation? Or do they hold a fundamentally
 different view of the strategic relationship between the two superpowers, and are
 they "taking us for a ride" in SALT? Although some decisionmakers and com-
 mentators have expressed judgment on this matter as though there were no doubt
 as to the answer, many others have been unsure and concerned. In particular, the
 continuing Soviet military buildup, and the continuing expressions in published
 Soviet military writings of the pursuit of a war-waging and war-winning military

 doctrine, have convinced some and troubled others as to Soviet views of mutual
 deterrence, and as to Soviet aims.

 The present essay will seek to illuminate Soviet thinking on this subject, with
 a view to the interrelationship of Soviet ideological beliefs, political imperatives
 and calculation, military views and doctrine, and their intersection and recon-
 ciliation in Soviet policy.

 The central conclusion of this analysis is that by the late 1960s, when SALT
 was launched, and since that time, the Soviet political and military leadership
 has recognized that under contemporary conditions there is a strategic balance
 between the two superpowers which provides mutual deterrence; that the nu-
 clear strategic balance is basically stable, but requires continuing military efforts
 to assure its stability and continuation; and that agreed strategic arms limita-
 tions can make a contribution, possibly a significant one, to reducing these other-
 wise necessary reciprocal military efforts.

 More broadly, the Soviet leaders believe that peaceful coexistence-with con-
 tinued political and ideological competition-is the preferable alternative to an
 unrestrained arms race and to recurring high-risk politico-military confrontation;

 that detente and a relaxation of tensions is in the interests of the Soviet Union;
 and that nuclear war would not be. This does not mean that Soviet foreign policy

 is passive or based on satisfaction with the status quo. But the Soviet leaders
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 demonstrate their recognition that the need to avoid a nuclear war can best be

 served by prudent actions within a framework of mutual strategic deterrence

 between the Soviet Union and the United States.

 Questions of War and Peace in Soviet Ideology and Policy

 Marxism-Leninism is based on historical determinism, a belief that socio-eco-

 nomic forces, through a struggle of classes, are the driving force of history. With

 the advent of the Soviet Union as a socialist state, the question of war between

 states as a possible form of class struggle arose-indeed, it was the central fact of

 life to the Bolshevik leaders. The Soviet leaders have seen the greatest danger to

 the socialist cause (identified with the Soviet Union) as coming from the capitalist

 military threat-and the one mortal danger faced during the first half-century of

 Soviet rule after the victorious conclusion of the Russian Civil War was the

 attack by Germany in World War II. Since World War II, the greatest threat in

 Soviet eyes has been the unparalleled destructive power of the American nuclear

 arsenal. Marxist-Leninist ideology sanctions the use of military power (and any

 other means) available to the socialist (Soviet) leaders whenever, but only if,

 expedient in advancing the socialist cause and not jeopardizing the security of
 achievements already gained, above all the security of the Soviet Union. Military

 power is considered necessary to defend the socialist cause, may be used if expedi-

 ent to advance it, but is not seen as the decisive element in advancing the histori-

 cal process, which will progress when conditions are ripe through indigenous

 action by the rising working class.

 With the failure of "world revolution" after the successful conclusion of the

 Russian Civil War, the new Soviet state turned to recovery and then to achieve-

 ment of "socialism in one country." Priority was given to economic develop-

 ment and to assurance of political control. Military power was secondary; the
 key role of military power on behalf of world socialism was seen as guaranteeing

 the survival of the first socialist state. Although the term was not then in vogue,
 deterrence of renewed military intervention by the capitalist powers was the

 underlying strategic conception. Later, when attacked, the role of the armed
 forces was of course defense and defeat of the attacker. The same deterrent con-

 ception has governed the period since World War II, except that there now ex-

 ists a socialist camp or commonwealth, and of course it is recognized that mili-

 tary power in the nuclear age is enormously more dangerous and important. The
 principal role of Soviet military power has consistently been to dissuade im-
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 perialist powers from resort to their military power against the Soviet Union

 (and, later, also against the other countries of the socialist camp) in an effort to

 thwart the progressive course of history driven by social-economic revolutionary

 dynamics-not by military conquest.

 The Soviets also see other important ideologically sanctioned uses of military

 force, but the basic Marxist-Leninist ideological framework predicates a funda-
 mentally deterrent role for Soviet military power.'

 The Soviets -have, nonetheless, faced a doctrinal dilemma. While jettisoning

 Stalinist views on the inevitability of war and the necessary or desirable role of
 war as a catalyst of socialist advance in the world, the Communists must assume

 that socialism is destined to survive and to triumph, even if a world nuclear
 catastrophe occurs. If they openly discarded that view, it could place in question

 their whole world-view, and their basis for legitimacy. Hence there are reaffirma-

 tions of confidence in the ultimate triumph of socialism even if a world nu-

 clear war should, despite Soviet efforts to prevent it, occur.

 Military Views

 Lenin embraced the observation of Clausewitz that "war is a continuation of

 politics by other means," and this indeed represents a natural Marxist-Leninist

 conception.2 Remarkably, some Soviet writers (mainly but not exclusively civil-
 ians) have over the past decade and a half been so impressed by the inexpediency

 and enormous dangers of any nuclear world war (or indeed any war which could

 escalate into such a war) that they have challenged this view. They, in turn,

 have been criticized and refuted by other spokesmen, mainly military. Yet the

 question keeps arising. Why? Mainly because the two sides are not engaged in a

 theoretical disputation, but in political argument with considerable potential

 importance for military programs if not policy. In fact, both sides accept the

 real basic premise that war is a matter of politics or political motivation; both

 sides even accept the fact that nuclear war is not expedient as a matter of policy.
 The real underlying debate is whether war is recognized as so unpromising and

 dangerous that it can never occur. Such a question has profound implications for

 1. In addition to the very summary discussion in these paragraphs, see Raymond L. Garthoff,
 Soviet Military Policy: A Historical Analysis (New York: Praeger, 1966), chapters 1, 4, 10
 and 12.
 2. See Raymond L. Garthoff, Soviet Military Doctrine (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press, 1953), pp. 9-19
 and 51-57.
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 military requirements. Is a deterrent force enough? And if war were to occur,

 is a war-fighting capability needed to seek a pyrrhic "victory"?

 In the early and mid-1960s, after general acceptance of the theses on the

 non-inevitability, non-necessity, and non-expediency of nuclear war, Khrush-

 chev and many lesser advocates of his views began to argue further that nuclear

 war would spell the end of world civilization, and was therefore not only un-

 acceptable but unthinkable. One civilian commentator on political-military sub-

 jects carried this argument to the point of paraphrasing Clausewitz (and Lenin)

 to say "War can only be the continuation of madness."3 This statement, along

 with a number of others, was made in the context of ideological-political Soviet

 polemics with the Chinese Communists. The more orthodox Soviet military

 line was, while agreeing that nuclear war made no sense as a continuation of

 politics as a policy option for the Soviet Union, to insist on the risks that such
 a war could occur and on the need for powerful Soviet military forces to deter

 such a war.4

 Other military spokesmen distinguished between war as a continuation of pol-

 itics, which was reaffirmed, and war as a useful instrument of politics, which it

 was found increasingly not to be.5 Yet others stressed the need to be able to

 wage and win war if it could not be averted.

 In 1965, the late Major General Nikolai Talensky, former editor of the mili-

 tary theoretical journal Military Thought (at the time of military doctrinal re-

 juvenation after Stalin's death in the mid-1950s) and an outspoken "revision-
 ist," argued: "In our days there is no more dangerous illusion than the idea that

 thermonuclear war can still serve as an instrument of politics, that it is possible
 to achieve political aims by using nuclear weapons and still survive .."6

 Several Soviet military writers subsequently attacked General Talensky's posi-

 tion (and criticized him by name), arguing not that his position was theoretically
 wrong but that it was practically dangerous because it undercut the rationale

 for maintaining necessary large military forces.7

 3. Boris Dmitriyev, "Brass Hats: Peking and Clausewitz," Izvestiya, 25 September 1963.
 4. For example, Marshal Sergei Biryuzov (then Chief of the General Staff), "Politics and
 Nuclear Weapons," Izvestiya, 11 December 1963.
 5. For example, Maj. Gen. N. Sushko and Major T. Kondratkov, "War and Politics in the
 'Nuclear Age'," Kommunist vooruzhennykh sil [Communist of the Armed Forces], no. 2,
 January 1964, pp. 14-23. (Kondratkov, as a colonel, was to return to this theme in the late
 1960s and 1970s.)
 6. Maj. Gen. N. A. Talensky, "The Late War: Some Reflections," Mezhdunarodnaya zhizn'
 [International Affairs], no. 5, May 1965, p. 23.
 7. Lt. Col. Ye. I. Rybkin, "On the Nature of Nuclear Missile War," Kommunist vooruzhen-
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 Subsequently, other civilian writers have stressed the cataclysmic nature of a
 nuclear world war, and clearly indicated there would be no meaningful "vic-

 tor" in such a war. Some of these writers have held positions close to political

 leaders.8 And there have been a number of counter-argumentations, usually by
 military theoretical writers, mainly challenging implications of these discussions
 for Soviet military strength as a deterrent, but also as a war-fighting and war-

 winning force if a world nuclear war should ever come.9 (More recently, how-

 ever, as shall be considered later, some of these writers have made a rather sharp
 turn toward accepting the view they had criticized.)

 Some discussions have sought to reconcile the two opposing views. Dr. Trofi-
 menko, for example, in a recent discussion has cited "the Leninist thesis on the

 fact that war is a continuation of policy . . . by forcible means," but one which is
 no longer "in practice a usable instrument of policy when an aggressor in the

 course of struggle for 'victory' can himself be annihilated."'"0 He finds the chief

 reason for the abandonment of war as an expedient usable instrument not in the

 destructive nature of the weapons themselves, arguing that "imperialism would

 not hesitate to resort to any weapon to realize its designs," but rather in the
 fact that "the other side has analogous means at its disposal in a potential con-

 nykh sil, no. 17, September 1965; Col. I. Sidel'nikov, "V. I. Lenin on the Class Approach in
 Determining the Nature of Wars," Krasnaya Zvezda [Red Star], 22 September 1965; Col. I.
 Grudinin, "On the Question of the Essence of War," Krasnaya Zvezda, 12 July 1966; and Edi-
 torial, "Theory, Politics, and Ideology: On the Essence of War," Krasnaya Zvezda, 24 January
 1967.
 8. In particular, Aleksandr Bovin, Georgy Arbatov, and Veniamin Dolgin. See A. I. Krylov,

 "October and the Strategy of Peace," Voprosy filosofli [Problems of Philosophy], no. 3, March
 1968; G. A. Arbatov, "The Stalemate of the Policy of Force," Problemy mira i sotsializma
 [Problems of Peace and Socialism], no. 2, February 1974; A. Bovin, "Internationalism, and
 Coexistence," Novoye vremya [New Times], no. 30, July 1973, and "Peace and Social Progress,"
 Izvestiya, 11 September 1973 (only in the first edition, substituting a different article, also by
 Bovin, in later editions!), and "Socialist, Class Politics," Molodoi kommunist [The Young
 Communist], no. 4, April 1974; and V. G. Dolgin, "Peaceful Coexistence and the Factors Con-
 tributing to its Deepening and Development," Voprosy filosofli, no. 1, January 1974. There
 have been many others, usually with references not developed so fully as these key articles.
 9. For example, see Maj. Gen. K. Bochkarev, "Nuclear Arms and the Fate of Social Progress,"
 Sovetskaya Kirgiziya [Soviet Kirgizia], 25 August 1970; Maj. Gen. A. Milovidov, "A Philo-
 sophical Analysis of Military Thought," Krasnaya Zvezda, 17 May 1973; Col. I. Sidel'nikov,
 "Peaceful Coexistence and the People's Security," Krasnaya Zvezda, 14 August 1973; Col.
 Ye. Rybkin, "The Leninist Conception of Nuclear War and the Present Day," Kommunist
 vooruzhennykh sil, no. 20, October 1973; Rear Adm. V. Shelyag, "Two World Outlooks-Two
 Views on War," Krasnaya Zvezda, 7 February 1974; and Col. T. Kondratkov, "War as a Con-
 tinuation of Policy," Soviet Military Review, no. 2, February 1974.
 10. G. A. Trofimenko, SShA: Politika, voina, ideologiya [The US: Politics, War and Ideology]
 (Moscow: Mysl', 1976), pp. 292-293.
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 flict,"'11 thus justifying the need to maintain a strong (and perhaps even war-

 waging) military force as a deterrent in order to buttress mutual deterrence.12

 Military Thought, the important confidential Soviet General Staff journal, is a

 particularly revealing source for illuminating the "debate" on the role of war in

 the nuclear age. Its circulation is restricted to Soviet officers, and it can there-

 fore be comparatively free of concerns over effects on less sophisticated mass

 military and lay Soviet readerships-or on non-Soviet audiences. The then Min-

 ister of Defense, Marshal R'odion Ya. Malinovsky, in an unpublished Order (No.

 303 of November 6, 1965) noted that Military Thought is "the main military

 theoretical organ of the Ministry of Defense of the USSR," and that "it plays an

 important role in the working out of military-theoretical problems. "13

 It is clear in official directives and other discussi'ons in Military Thought that

 since the mid-1960s the Soviet military command has seen a need to prepare for

 various possible wars, including both non-nuclear and nuclear. But this require-

 ment is framed exclusively in terms of flexible response options to meet various
 possible Western military actions. Moreover, to cite Colonel General Povaly, then

 Chief of the Operations Directorate of the General Staff,

 But no matter what character the war assumed, it would represent a great
 danger for all mankind. This is why our Party and Government are conducting a
 determined struggle for the exclusion of wars from the life of human society in
 order that no state will ever use against other states means of force for achiev-
 ing its political aims, for resolving disputed international questions.14

 There are, to be sure, many discussions of Soviet military doctrine for waging

 a nuclear war should one come. Usually these do not also address the role of war.

 One such discussion, however, directly addresses frankly and in some detail
 the debate over "the end of civilization," and provides further insights. It ap-

 peared in 1968, after the round of debate in the public press in 1965-67, and

 was specifically addressed to the article by A. I. Krylov in Problems of Philosophy

 which had appeared in March 1968 (cited earlier). Six months after the latter
 article had appeared, Major General K. Bochkarev, Deputy Commandant of the

 General Staff Academy, published a scathing polemical rebuttal.

 11. Ibid., p. 293.
 12. See also [Col.] T. R. Kondratkov, "Social-Philosophical Aspects of Problems of War and
 Peace," Voprosy filosofli, no. 4, April 1975.
 13. "Fifty Years of Military Thought," Voyennaya mysl' [Military Thought], no. 6, June
 1968, p. 26.
 14. Col. Gen. M. I. Povaly, "Development of Soviet Military Strategy," Voyennaya mysl', no.
 2, February 1967, p. 74.
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 General Bochkarev states that a "great popularity" has been enjoyed in the

 West by the view that "a world nuclear war would signify 'the end of the world',
 and the death of all civilization, that in such a war 'there would be neither victors

 nor vanquished'."15 He then says these ideas had also "made their way into our

 press," citing in particular the Krylov article. Bochkarev argues that imperialism

 has lost forever its military superiority, and has "to some degree" recognized the
 new military-strategic situati'on in the world. Written precisely at the time that

 the SALT talks had been scheduled to begin, he notes that "the ruling circles of
 the imperialist states are even making some concessions on questions of nuclear

 disarmament."'16 But, he stresses, the imperialists have not given up ideas of
 preemptive or even preventive war. "This," he notes, "unquestionably is an

 adventuristic gamble, but there is no serious proof that it has already been dis-

 carded by the general staffs 'of the Western powers, and above all by the Pen-
 tagon."'17 Krylov had not so argued, but it is clear that Bochkarev and no doubt
 many of his colleagues would take some convincing or are reluctant to allow that
 the West was in fact reliably deterred. The language suggests the latter: he does
 not want to give up this rationale for further Soviet military buildup.

 Bochkarev asserts (not unfairly) that Krylov sees no victor in a world nuclear

 war-both sides would perish. He then states that "subsequently we will re-

 turn to an evaluation of this position. Now, we will stress that from the point

 of view -of the defense of the socialist homeland, this question cannot be posed
 and solved in this manner."18 In this revealing formulation, Bochkarev admits
 that apart from the question of the validity of Krylov's position, even posing

 the question in this manner is disadvantageous to justification for Soviet defense
 requirements. He then goes on to admit:

 Unquestionably, a world nuclear war would bring unprecedented calamities to
 all mankind, and our Party and Government are doing everything to prevent it.
 This is one of the primary tasks 'of the foreign policy of the Soviet Union....
 However, if international imperialism unleashes a nuclear war the progress of
 the socialist states and their Marxist-Leninist Parties will not be paralyzed in
 terror and will not drop their arms as the enemies of peace and socialism would
 desire.19

 15. Maj. Gen. K. Bochkarev, "The Question of the Sociological Aspect of the Struggle Against the
 Forces of Aggression and War," Voyennaya mysl', no. 9, September 1968, pp. 3-4.
 16. Ibid., p. 7.
 17. Ibid., p. 7.
 18. Ibid., p. 7; emphasis added.
 19. Ibid., p. 7.
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 Bochkarev agrees with Krylov that "it is inadmissible" to ignore the conclu-

 sions of scientists on the catastrophic effects of the use of "even a part" of the

 vast existing nuclear stockpiles. But, he argues, there is more to war than stock-

 piles of nuclear weapons, including "resolution to employ the weapon" and

 "the socio-political base" on which they operate.20

 In turning to his "evaluation," General Bochkarev argues "it is absolutely ob-

 vious" that "one cannot take at their face value" the admissions of Western mili-

 tary men "concerning the lack of prospects for a world nuclear war"; such state-

 ments are intended in part "to camouflage the preparations of the imperialist
 aggressors for world war," as is the doctrine of "flexible response." He then

 tallies the (1968) military forces of the Western blocs together at: 1560 strategic

 missiles, 600 heavy and 220 medium bombers, 37 aircraft carriers, 625 escort

 ships, 265 submarines including 70 nuclear, and regular ground forces totalling

 4,735,000 men. "It is also common knowledge that the ruling circles of the

 United States are devoting major attention to the development of strike forces

 intended for war against the Soviet Union and the other socialist countries."21

 He notes the "plan" to spend $30-40 billion on deployment of an ABM system.

 Bochkarev argues that "the military might of the USSR and the entire socialist

 camp deters imperialism but does not create an absolute guarantee against...

 war. "22 War, while deterred and unlikely, is not seen as inconceivable, and it
 must be prepared against with "vigilance" and with "capabilities to repel ag-
 gression."

 Bochkarev then turns to the effect of Krylov's arguments and conclusions.

 ... The reader may get the idea of the doom of the socialist countries and all
 mankind in a world thermonuclear war. . . the assumption that there will be no
 general nuclear war and that if it does break out, struggle in it is in general
 excluded ...

 Well, and what if the indicated condition does not happen, if the imperialists
 nevertheless do unleash general nuclear war? In such a situation, will there be
 any kind of foreign policy goals for the socialist states and can they be attained?
 ... it is assumed that with general nuclear war the "end of the world" sets in,
 when there can be no talk of policy in general.23

 Bochkarov then cites Krylov on the need for realization of the enormous destruc-

 20. Ibid., pp. 8-9.
 21. Ibid., p. 12.
 22. Ibid., p. 13.
 23. Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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 tive consequences of a world nuclear war, in order to help prevent such a war. He

 is most unhappy with this formulation. Rather the General believes:

 In explaining the truth of the nature of nuclear war to the masses it is necessary,
 consequently, to bring them to an understanding not only of the criminality of
 unleashing such a war on the part of imperialism, but also on the justice of the
 corresp'onding retribution against the aggressor. In this way, and only in this
 way, can this problem be posed and solved from the view of defending the
 socialist homeland and the interests of international communism and all pro-
 gressive mankind.24

 He is also troubled by another aspect of Krylov's stress on the improbability

 of world nuclear war, and his very brief reference to military strategy as applica-

 ble essentially only to possible limited wars. Again, the General:

 What if the possibility of a world nuclear war nonetheless becomes a hard reality
 and turns into actual war? In that case-the entire content of the [Krylov] article
 leads us to this-a situation arises in which the concept of "military victory"
 is unacceptable and "military strategy, the strategy of conducting war, loses
 its significance." In other words, the armed forces of the socialist states at the
 present time, in principle, will not be able to set for themselves the goal of de-
 feating imperialism and the global nuclear war which it unleashes and the mis-
 sion of attaining victory in it, and our military science should not even work
 out a strategy for the conduct of war since the latter has lost its meaning and its
 significance . . . In this case, the very call to raise the combat readiness of our
 armed forces and improve their capability to defeat any aggressor is senseless.25

 It is clear what is troubling General Bochkarev. The entire rationale for sup-

 porting Soviet military efforts is seen as undermined.

 Another aspect of Kryl'ov's position greatly disturbs Bochkarev. Krylov con-
 tends that knowledge of the true situation strengthens the morale of the armies

 of socialism. The General comments:

 Surprising logic: to strengthen the morale of the troops on the basis of their
 recognition of the hopelessness of the struggle for which they are preparing:
 The morale-combat qualities of Soviet soldiers are moulded on the basis of the
 ideology of Marxism-Leninism which ... instills in them unflagging confidence
 in the indestructability and final triumph of the forces of socialism.26

 In summing up these latter points, Bochkarev concludes: "The positions of the

 24. Ibid., p. 14; emphasis added.
 25. Ibid., p. 15; emphasis added.
 26. Ibid., p. 15.
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 author [Krylov] on the question of the capabilities and tasks of military strategy
 of the socialist countries in the world nuclear arena are unquestionably unaccept-
 able."27

 General Bochkarev ends his article with a ringing endorsement of the policy

 of renouncing world nuclear war, and of preventing a world war by deterrence.

 Recognition of the possibility of the victory of the socialist states in a global
 nuclear war, as is perfectly clear, by no means signifies justification for its kin-
 dling or unleashing. The CPSU and other Marxist-Leninist parties decisively reject
 the irresponsible declarations on this account by the Peking adventurists, of those
 who talk profusely about the desirability of a world nuclear war from the point
 of view of the interests of the world proletariat revolution, that such a war al-
 legedly is called upon to play the role of a "bridge" to the shining future of man-
 kind. Communism does not need wars for its final assertion of a new social
 system. Its triumph is assured by the course of history ... On the contrary, the
 actual possibility for the complete and decisive defeat of the military machine of
 the imperialist states which is assured by the economic, scientific-technical, and
 military might of the socialist countries plays the role of one of the primary fac-
 tors determining the effectiveness of our policy of peace and the attainment of
 newer and newer positions in the struggle of international communism to pre-
 vent a world war.28

 General Bochkarev's main conclusions were repeated (without attribution, but

 in virtual paraphrase) in a subsequent important article by Major General V. I.

 Zemskov, the Chief Editor of Military Thought. Zemskov acknowledged:

 Yes, a possible nuclear war would, undoubtedly, bring unprecedented disaster to
 all mankind. It would be distinguished from all past wars, and would cause
 enormous devastation and millions of victims....

 Recognizing the extreme danger inherent in nuclear war, Marxist-Leninists at
 the same time oppose a pessimistic view toward the future of mankind.

 If international imperialism unleashes a war, the peoples of the socialist states
 and their Marxist-Leninist parties will not cringe in terror and will not lose
 heart, as the monopolists would like. The peoples of the world of socialism will
 engage the enemy decisively, filled with confidence in the triumph of their just
 cause. This would be a just and victorious struggle.29

 While some of the concerns expressed in Military Thought are to a lesser ex-
 tent also indicated in open publications, such discussions have not laid out the

 27. Ibid., p. 15.
 28. Ibid, p. 16.
 29. Maj. Gen. V. I. Zemskov, "Characteristic Features of Contemporary Wars and Possible
 Means of Conducting Them," Voyennaya mysl', no. 7, July 1969, p. 23.
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 range of military concerns so clearly indicated by General Bochkarev, in particular
 those relating to "the tasks of military strategy."

 Soviet military doctrine continues to be predicated on the assumption that if a

 general nuclear war occurs, all elements of the armed forces will contribute to
 waging a decisive struggle aimed at defeating world imperialism. The late Mar-
 shal Grechko presented the standard description of the role of the Soviet armed

 forces in these words:

 Imperialism . is still in a position to throw the nations into the abyss of a new
 world war. One must be vigilant every day and every hour. That is why the
 Communist Party is constantly concerned with strengthening the State's defensive
 capability and with increasing the combat might of the Armed Forces. Their high
 state of combat readiness serves as an important guarantee of peace and securi-
 ty ... 30

 Soviet military power, and the constant enhancement of its capability and
 readiness, is thus justified primarily for deterrence, as well as to wage a war if

 one should come despite Soviet efforts to prevent it. This view is held by the

 military and political leaders. It is not accurate, as some Western commentators

 have done, to counterpose Soviet military interest in a "war-fighting" and "war-
 winning" capability to a "deterrent" capability; the Soviets see the former capa-

 bilities as providing the most credible deterrent, as well as serving as a contin-

 gent resort if war should nonetheless come.

 The three editions of the basic Soviet work on military doctrine, Military

 Strategy, edited by a commission headed by Marshal Sokolovsky, show both

 Soviet military recognition of the emergence of mutual deterrence and an equivo-
 cal and changing view on its public embrace. In the first edition, which ap-

 peared in 1962, there is a passage which attributes the concept to Western strat-
 egists and leaders, but also endorses it:

 Thus, under contemporary conditions, when there is a "balance" (approximate
 "parity") in strategic means of destruction and a superiority of the USSR in
 conventional armed forces, American strategists are compelled to reconsider their
 previous attitude toward general nuclear war.

 They began to understand that where both sides have extremely large stocks
 of nuclear weapons and various means of delivery to targets, mainly strategic
 means, general nuclear war involves enormous danger of complete mutual anni-

 30. Marshal A. A. Grechko, Vooruzhennye sily Sovyetskogo gosudarstva [The Armed Forces
 of the Soviet State], 2nd edition (Moscow, 1975), and in translation by the USAF in its series
 Soviet Military Thought, No. 12, p. 75.
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 hilation. Consequently, the greater the buildup of means of mass destruction,
 the greater the conviction in the impossibility of their use. Hence the growth of
 nuclear-missile power is inversely proportional to the possibilities for its use.

 There was created, as they put it in the West, a "nuclear stalemate": on the one
 hand a full-scale increase in the quantity of nuclear-missile weapons, and on the
 other the inconceivable danger in their use. In this situation, according to the
 evaluation of political and military circles in the United States and NATO, both
 sides find themselves in a position of "mutual deterrence."31

 In the second edition, appearing in 1963, the second paragraph above was

 deleted; there were no changes to the text of the other two paragraphs.32

 In the third (and latest) revised editi'on, issued in 1968 (shortly before Marshal

 Sokolovsky's death) there are three small changes to the first sentence. Instead of

 "contemporary conditions" the revised text refers to "conditions which have de-

 veloped"; the statement that American strategists "are compelled" is changed

 to "have been compelled" (i.e., the situation is seen as now an accomplished

 fact); and the whole reference to a "balance" and "parity" is now modified by the

 phrase "according to Western evaluation." Otherwise there are no changes in

 the cited passages.33

 In discussion of "Contemporary Means of Armed Combat and Their Effect

 on the Nature of War," all three editions stress the colossal and unacceptable
 consequences of a world nuclear war. In addition to citing American and other

 sources on tens of millions of casualties, the second edition added a quotation

 from Khrushchev (made in the interval after publication of the first edition) stat-
 ing that at the beginning of 1963 the United States had more than 40,000 nuclear

 weapons, and "the USSR also has more than enough of these means," so that

 "scientists have calculated that 700-800 million people would die as a result of

 the initial strikes alone, and all the large cities of many countries."34 In the third

 edition this (as well as all other references to or statements by Khrushchev) was
 deleted. But a new passage was added which, while less graphic and precise,

 is even more clear on the unacceptability of a world nuclear war to the Soviet
 Union:

 The losses in a world nuclear war would be suffered not only by the United States

 31. Marshal V. D. Sokolovsky, ed., Voyennaya strategiya [Military Strategy] (Moscow: Voen-
 izdat, 1962), pp. 74-75. The second and third paragraphs appear in the original text as a single
 long paragraph.
 32. Ibid., 2nd edition, 1963, p. 80.
 33. Ibid., 3rd edition, 1968, p. 72.
 34. Ibid., 2nd edition, 1963, p. 244.
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 and its NATO Allies, but also by the socialist countries. The logic of a world
 nuclear war is such that in the sphere of its effect would fall an overwhelming
 majority of the world's states. As a result of the war many hundreds of millions
 of people would perish, and the majority of the survivors would in one or another
 degree be subject to radioactive contamination.

 This is why we speak of the unacceptability of a world nuclear war, of the
 necessity for its prevention, of the achievement of general disarmament and
 the destruction of the stockpiles of nuclear weapons.

 The extreme catastrophic threat of a world nuclear-missile war is hovering like
 a spectre over mankind. It can break out suddenly as the result of some initially
 local military conflict. The alternative to a devastating world nuclear war is the
 peaceful coexistence of states with different social orders.35

 Thus, the most authoritative Soviet open military publication of the 1960s,

 with changing shadings, was quite forthright in recognizing the fact of mutual

 deterrence, despite some reticence to endorse the concept as formulated in the

 West.

 Mutual deterrence in Soviet writings is usually expressed in terms of assured

 retaliatory capability which would devastate the aggressor, because this formula-

 tion (rather than "mutual assured destruction" capability) is more responsive

 to ideological sensitivity over the idea that the Soviet Union could be consid-

 ered a potential aggressor and thus needs to be deterred-only adversaries (the

 United States, more broadly the imperialists, and also the Chinese Communists)
 are described as potential aggress'ors. In addition, this formulation avoids iden-
 tification with the specific content of the American concept of "mutual assured
 destruction," often expressed in terms of a countervalue capability for destroying

 a specified percentage of the opponent's industry and population. This Ameri-

 can interpretation is much more limited than the Soviet recognition of mutual

 deterrence resting on mutual capability for devastating retaliation unacceptable
 to a rational potential initiator of war, without calculations of arbitrary indus-
 trial and population losses which theoretically would be acceptable costs.

 It is of interest that the political leaders in their programmatic statements en-

 dorse the idea that deterrence requires strong and ready combat capability, but do
 not go on to discuss meeting requirements for waging and winning a war. Brezh-

 nev, for example, states: "Any potential aggressor is well aware that any attempt

 to launch a nuclear missile attack on our country would be met by devastating
 retaliation."36

 35. Ibid., 3rd edition, 1968, p. 239.
 36. L. I. Brezhnev in Materialy XXIV s'yezda KPSS [Materials of the Twenty-Fourth Congress
 of the CPSU] (Moscow: Politizdat, 1971), p. 81, and see A. N. Kosygin, ibid., p. 186.
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 It is also of interest that the action deterred is limited to any nuclear missile

 attack (or sometimes, any attack) on the Soviet Union itself (sometimes broad-

 ened to include the socialist states, meaning the countries of the Warsaw Pact,

 but not such countries as Vietnam or Cuba).

 Mutual Deterrence and the Soviet SALT Decision

 There is reason to believe that the American proposals in 1967 and 1968 to hold

 bilateral strategic arms limitations talks (SALT), and in particular the emphasis

 on avoiding an arms race in ABM systems, coincided with internal Soviet con-

 sideration of the implications for their own security, and for their future mili-

 tary programs, of the emerging attainment of mutual deterrence. While the tran-

 sition to mutual deterrence had been long anticipated in the United States, it

 nevertheless meant a shift from prior American superiority and an unmatched

 American assured retaliatory capability. For the Soviets, however, it meant the

 achievement for the first time of a real second-strike capability, and in their

 view greatly enhanced security not only against a possible American first strike

 but also against diplomatic-military pressures supported by the superior Ameri-

 can "position of strength" based on its monopoly of a secure second-strike
 capacity.

 This Soviet perspective has recently been stated with unusual clarity by one of

 the leading Soviet commentators on the Soviet-American strategic relationship,

 Dr. Genrikh Trofimenko, in the following passage:

 In his time, when McNamara advanced his theory of "deterrence" or "mutual
 deterrence" by means of a second strike dealing "unacceptable losses," he con-
 ceptually postulated parity in the capabilities of the two sides for "mutual
 assured destruction." The Pentagon leaders, however, calculated privately that
 the U.S. had greater capabilities in the sense that only the U.S. had a "full-valued
 capability" for a second strike, while the USSR disposed of such a capability
 only conditionally, "in embryo," and that this imbalance in fact and in real
 capabilities (with their parity theoretical) gave the U.S. an opportunity to trans-
 late it into "tangible political advantages," continuing a policy of pressure "from
 positions of strength" against the USSR. But no matter what illusions American
 strategists built on this calculation in the 1960s, and no matter what political
 capital they attempted to draw from it, the 1970s completely scattered such hopes:
 in the U.S. now no one doubts that the USSR can deal "unacceptable losses" in a
 second strike even under circumstances of a massive American nuclear attack on
 the Soviet Union.37

 37. G. A. Trofimenko, SShA: Politika, voina, ideologiya, pp. 318-319.
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 In the exchanges in 1967-1969 leading up to the SALT talks and in their

 critical opening phase, the Soviet leadership showed an increasingly clear accept-

 ance of and commitment to mutual deterrence, and awareness of the role strategic

 arms limitations could play in reinforcing mutual deterrence and dampening the

 arms race.

 In the earliest Soviet responses to the American SALT proposal, the discourse

 was primarily in traditional disarmament terms. By the time the Soviets were

 prepared to meet, in 1968, both sides had expressed interest in a wider dialogue

 on the strategic relationship and in confidential exchanges had agreed that a main
 objective of the strategic arms talks would be to achieve and maintain stable

 strategic deterrence between the United States and the Soviet Union through

 agreed limitations on the deployment of strategic offensive and defensive arms,

 balanced so that neither side could obtain any military advantage and so that

 equal security should be assured for both sides.38
 In the very first business meeting -of the two SALT Delegations in Helsinki

 (on November 18, 1969), both sides-and not by prearrangement-stated that

 mutual deterrence was the underpinning of strategic arms limitation. The Soviet
 Delegation, in a prepared statement cleared by the highest political and military

 leaders in Moscow, expressed the Soviet view that:

 Even in the event that one of the sides were the first to be subjected to attack, it
 would undoubtedly retain the ability to inflict a retaliatory strike of crushing
 power. Thus, evidently, we all agree that war between our two countries would
 be disastrous for both sides. And it would be tantamount to suicide for the ones
 who decided to start such a war.39

 The Soviets prior to SALT had often described their own posture as one of

 deterrence, and had in their open military publications described deterrence,
 avoidance of war, and readiness to rebuff any aggressor as the main objectives

 of their defense policy and posture.40 But the above-cited explicit formulation

 of mutual deterrence had never before been so clearly expressed by authoritative

 38. See Raymond L. Garthoff, "SALT I: An Evaluation," World Politics, October 1978.
 39. See Ambassador Gerard C. Smith, SALT: The First Strategic Arms Negotiation (New York:
 Doubleday, forthcoming) for his report on the initial Soviet presentation at SALT. By happen-
 stance, the initial Soviet statement-though not made public-can be cited, as it was the
 only one not stamped "SEKRETNO"; from that time on, copies of formal statements ex-
 changed between the delegations were marked SECRET (SEKRETNO).
 40. For an example that coincided closely with the first Soviet response to the American pro-
 posal for SALT, see "Theory, Politics, and Ideology: On the Essence of War," Krasnaya
 zvezda, 24 January 1967.
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 Soviet spokesmen. The public military press, in particular, has avoided positive

 references to mutual deterrence and mutual assured destruction, for reasons dis-

 cussed earlier.

 It is, therefore, of considerable interest and significance that during the key

 formative period of Soviet policy toward negotiated strategic arms limitation

 there were a number of very clear and explicit endorsements in Military Thought

 by influential Soviet military leaders of the concepts of mutual assured retaliation
 and mutual deterrence.

 At the very time the decision on whether to enter SALT talks was still being

 debated and decided in Moscow, although without reference to that fact, Marshal
 Nikolai I. Krylov, Commander-in-Chief of the Strategic Missile Forces, wrote

 in November 1967:

 Under contemporary circumstances, with the existence of a system for detecting
 missile launches, an attempt by an aggressor to inflict a surprise preemptive strike
 cannot give him a decisive advantage for the achievement of victory in war, and
 moreover will not save him from great destruction and human losses.4

 Later, in mid-1968, another article stated:

 Everyone knows that in contemporary conditions in an armed conflict of adver-
 saries comparatively equal in power (in number and especially in quality of
 weapons) an immediate retaliatory strike of enormous destructive power is inevi-
 table.42

 These professional discussions, soberly stated in terms clearly applying to both

 sides, are quite different from the tone of articles in the public military press

 with their political purposes and stress on deterring the other side. Similarly, in

 May 1969, General of the Army Semyon P. Ivanov, Commandant of the pres-

 tigious Military Academy of the General Staff, and previously Deputy Chief of

 the General Staff and Chief of its Operations Division, wrote:

 With the existing level of development of nuclear missile weapons and their
 reliable cover below ground and under water it is impossible in practice to destroy
 them completely, and consequently it is also impossible to prevent an annihilat-
 ing retaliatory strike.43

 41. Marshal N. I. Krylov, "The Nuclear Missile Shield of the Soviet State," Voyennaya mysl',
 no. 11, November 1967, p. 20.
 42. Maj. Gen. N. Vasendin and Col. N. Kuznetsov, "Contemporary War and Surprise,"
 Voyennaya mysl', no. 6, June 1968, p. 42.
 43. General of the Army S. P. Ivanov, "Soviet Military Doctrine and Strategy," Voyennaya
 mysl', no. 5, May 1969, p. 47.
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 In the same May 1969 issue of Military Thought, its Chief Editor, Major General

 (now Lt. General) V. I. Zemskov, after citing American sources (including Sec-

 retary McNamara) that "the Soviet Union would be in a position to destroy all

 America after having withstood the first powerful strike on the part of the

 United States," went on to cite the buildup of American strategic forces from
 1963 to 1968. He then declared:

 This growth in nuclear potential, in the estimate of foreign specialists, led to the
 situation whereby a kind of "nuclear balance" was created between the major
 nuclear powers. In military-political circles of the United States, there has long
 been a lack of confidence in the supremacy of their nuclear-missile capabilities.
 Precisely for this reason they talk about a nuclear balance, the essence of which
 consists in the following: The capabilities for mutual destruction in a limited
 time by nuclear strikes on the main vitally important regions of the countries
 and the main groupings of armed forces are relatively equal. The presence of stock-
 piles of nuclear weapons and means of their delivery are such that their complete
 use theoretically makes it possible to destroy every living thing on our planet.

 A nuclear war, states the Declaration of the Conference of Representatives of
 Communists and Workers Parties of 1960, "can inflict unprecedented destruction
 on entire countries and turn the largest centers of world production and world
 culture into ruins. Such a war would result in the death and suffering of hundreds
 of millions of people, including those in countries not participating in the war."
 A nuclear war, as in general any war, cannot and must not serve as a method of
 resolving international disputes.

 Realistically considering this, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and
 the Soviet Government are pursuing a consistent line toward preventing a world
 war, including a nuclear war, and toward excluding it from the life of society.44

 The passage cited makes an interesting transition from attribution of concepts of
 a "nuclear balance," parity and mutual deterrence to Western sources, to the

 Soviet and other Communist Parties' Declaration of the devastation that would
 be caused by a world nuclear war, and from that to the Soviet policy aim of pre-

 vention of a world nuclear war. Later in the article, in discussing Soviet military

 policy, he states:

 The degree of probability of a particular type of war does not, of course, remain
 the same for each historical period, and changes under the influence of a number
 of political and military-technical factors. Of special importance in this connec-
 tion can be the disruption of the "nuclear balance." It is possible, for example, in
 case of further sharp increase of nuclear potential or the creation by one of the

 44. Maj. Gen. V. I. Zemskov, "Wars of the Modern Era," Voyennaya mysl', no. 5, May
 1969, p. 57.
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 sides of highly effective means of anti-ballistic missile defense while the other
 side lags considerably in solution of these tasks. A change of the "nuclear bal-
 ance" in favor of the countries of imperialism would increase manifold the dan-
 ger of a nuclear war.45

 It is clear from these passages that General Zemskov believed in 1969 that there

 was a "nuclear balance" providing mutual potential destruction and therefore

 mutual deterrence, but that it was at least at that time a somewhat precarious

 balance from the Soviet standpoint, and particularly if the United States, which

 was well ahead of the Soviet Union in developing anti-ballistic missile technol-

 ogy, should deploy an effective ABM defense. There is a clear relationship be-
 tween this discussion and the Soviet decision, taken by that time and soon to

 become evident in SALT, that ballistic missile defenses of the two sides should
 if possible be sharply limited through a strategic arms limitation agreement
 so as not to risk restoring the United States to a position of superiority that

 could imperil the still unstable state of mutual assured destruction and mutual
 deterrence.

 A related point of considerable interest was made explicit in these same con-
 fidential General Staff discussions. The reader may have noted the reference by

 Marshal Krylov to "the existence of a system for detecting missile launches" as
 one element in his conclusion on mutual deterrence. In his discussion, he ex-
 plains further that he has in mind, and the Soviet Union had under at least

 some unspecified contingency guidance, a policy of "launch on warning" (though

 he does not use that Western expression), as well as some "fallback" reliance on
 hardening of missile launchers.

 It must be stressed that under present conditions, when the Soviet Armed Forces
 are in constant combat readiness, any aggressor who begins a nuclear war will not
 remain unpunished, a severe and inevitable retribution awaits him. With the
 presence in the armament of troops of launchers and missiles which are com-
 pletely ready for operation, as well as systems for detecting enemy missile launch-
 es and other types of reconnaissance, an aggressor is no longer able suddenly to
 destroy the missiles before their launch on the territory of the country against
 which the aggression is committed. They will have time during the flight of the
 missiles of the aggressor to leave their launchers and inflict a retaliatory strike
 against the enemy. Even in the most unfavorable circumstance, if a portion of
 missiles is unable to be launched before the strike of missiles of the aggressor, as
 a result of the high degree of protection of the launchers from nuclear explosions,

 45. Ibid., p. 59; emphasis added.
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 these missiles will be preserved and will carry out the combat missions assigned
 to them.46

 Again, the previously cited 1968 article by General Vasendin and Colonel Kuz-

 netsov also is explicit on the importance (and existence) of contemporary means

 of reconnaissance, detection, warning, and control of one's own forces in assuring
 retaliation (in a passage immediately preceding the one earlier quoted):

 With contemporary means of reconnaissance, early detection, warning, and con-
 trol should an aggressor succeed in placing into action the chief means of de-
 struction (mass missile launches, takeoffs of aircraft, launch of space vehicles,
 etc.), this does not mean that he will not receive deserved retribution.47

 General of the Army Ivanov also states:

 Contemporary means of early detection, moreover, make it possible to discover
 the initiation of an enemy nuclear attack and to take necessary retaliatory mea-
 sures in a timely manner.48

 Although a little less precise, the "launch on warning" concept is unmistakable
 in these passages as well.

 The Minister of Defense, Marshal Rodion Malinovsky, may have referred more

 obliquely to this same launch on warning concept in an openly published
 article in January 1967, when he wrote of "practical elaboration of methods of

 conducting armed conflict under conditions of contemporary warfare" in a "nu-

 clear missile war," stating that "Soviet military thought in devoting special at-
 tention to the study of methods for increasing combat readiness of the forces in
 every way possible . . . for frustrating the enemy's aggressive intentions.,49

 During the SALT I negotiations, in 1970, the Soviet Delegation referred to the
 existence and continuous improvement of early-warning systems, owing to
 which ICBM silos might be empty by the time they were hit by an attacker's
 strike, the ICBMs having been launched by that time. The American Delegation
 commented later on this statement and expressed the hope that no government

 would launch its ICBM force solely on the possibly fallible reading of signals
 from its early-warning systems. It expressed the view that such a strategic
 doctrine seemed inconsistent with a proper concern for the problems of acciden-

 46. Krylov, "The Nuclear Missile Shield," p. 20; emphasis added.
 47. Vasendin and Kuznetsov, "Contemporary War," p. 42.
 48. Ivanov, "Soviet Military Doctrine," p. 47; emphasis added.
 49. Marshal R. Ya. Malinovsky, "October and the Building of the Armed Forces," Kom-
 munist, no. 1, January 1967, p. 35.
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 tal or unauthorized launches or provocative third-party attack. The Soviet Dele-

 gation clearly was not authorized to enter a discussion of this subject, and had

 not intended its initial statement to do so. Accordingly, it replied with an

 attempt to disassociate the question from accidental, unauthorized or provocative

 attacks, and to refer to American statements (not made in SALT) about possible

 launch on warning. The U.S. Delegation then provided an official American
 disavowal of the concept by the Secretary of Defense, with further criticism of

 the idea as potentially dangerous for automatic escalation or even for starting a

 war by accident.50 But efforts to elicit a statement on Soviet policy with respect

 to the concept met with silence, and an unofficial comment by a senior military

 representative that such matters went beyond the proper purview of SALT, and

 should not be discussed with civilians.

 These indications in Military Thought and in the exchanges in SALT that

 the Soviet authorities, at least in 1967-70, were prepared to consider seriously
 a launch on warning concept helps to explain their relatively less excited

 concern over ICBM silo vulnerability. It raises the further question whether a

 concept which may have arisen at a time of relative Soviet inferiority may have

 continued since as a justification for keeping such a large ensiloed ICBM force

 (still today constituting 75 percent of Soviet strategic force capability) even after

 the United States has considerable counterforce capacity, and its further devel-

 oping and planning to deploy highly effective counterforce capabilities which

 could threaten the entire Soviet ICBM force-if it remained in its silos and tried

 to "ride out" an American attack. U.S. pursuit of such a capability with the MK

 12A warhead for Minuteman III, the MX missile, and Trident II may serve only
 to increase Soviet reliance on a launch on warning concept.

 It should be noted that in the mid-1950s the Soviet military (initially through

 discussions in the same General Staff organ) developed a concept of preemptive

 Soviet action in response to a Western imminent intention to attack.51 This

 concept, developed in the pre-missile age, was evidently modified, if not super-

 50. Secretary of Defense Harold Brown, in 1977 and 1978, was much more ambiguous in Con-
 gressional testimony as to conditions under which the United States might or might not launch
 its ICBMs before Soviet missiles struck the United States. See George C. Wilson, "Brown Cautious
 on Response to Attack," Washington Post, 24 October 1977, and Brown's speech of June 23, 1978,
 stating: "The Soviets would have to consider the possibility that our minuteman missiles would
 no longer be in their silos when their ICBMs arrived. We have not adopted a doctrine of launch
 under attack but they surely would have to take such a possibility into consideration."
 51. See Raymond L. Garthoff, Soviet Strategy in the Nuclear Age (New York: Praeger, 1958),
 pp. 84-87.
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 seded, in the 1960s by the launch on warning concept (although there are

 hints of the possibility under some circumstances of preemption, as in the sec-

 ond passage from the 1968 article cited earlier). From this standpoint, launch on

 warning is a step forward toward stability from preemption, but it remains a

 potentially destabilizing and dangerous possibility and the United States
 should seek ways to discourage the Soviets from any degree of reliance on it-

 as well as not succumbing to its temptations as a "shortcut" way to maintain

 a deterrent. Inherently, the possibility of launch on warning (or launch on

 first impact, or on multiple impacts, etc.) does contribute to the uncertainties any

 potential attacker must consider and that is good, but it is dangerous if in fact
 resorted to in defense against anything except a massive assault.

 In April 1969, an article by Anatoly A. Gromyko (son of the Foreign Minister

 and a distinguished "American expert" in the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Affairs,

 then at the Academy of Sciences Institute of USA Studies) appeared in Military

 Thought. Articles in this journal by non-military contributors are rare; clearly

 the purpose of Gromyko's contribution was to present a rationale for SALT in

 terms appealing to its select military readership. The thrust of his argument was

 that American reaction to the buildup in Soviet strategic power (ICBMs were
 specifically noted) had led not only to the need for the United States to shift from

 "massive retaliation" to "flexible response" concepts and to accepting "mu-
 tual assured destruction," but also had compelled the United States to seek

 strategic arms limitations and to curb the strategic arms race. (Incidentally, he

 suggested. that Secretary McNamara had been forced out of his position as Sec-

 retary of Defense because of hard-line opposition by "the military-industrial

 complex" and others to his "realism" in recognizing the emergence of mutual

 deterrence.) More broadly, he argued in terms of differentiation among various

 elements of the American policymaking and policy-influencing elite which-by
 implication-should be recognized by the military readers, rather than assum-
 ing all are single-mindedly hostile to any improvement of relations with the

 Soviet Union.52
 Soviet military theorists and leaders, including those we have cited above,

 continue to discuss ways and means of waging and seeking to win a general

 nuclear war should one come. For reasons discussed earlier, they see no inconsis-
 tency in recognizing that such war would be an unprecedented disaster endan-

 gering all mankind, and therefore -in supporting mutual deterrence based on

 52. Anatoly A. Gromyko, "American Theoreticians Between 'Total War' and Peace," Voyen-
 naya mysl', no. 4, April 1969, pp. 86-92.
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 mutual retaliatory destructive capability, while also preparing to attempt to cope

 with the eventuality of such event if it should come and to seek to emerge

 from it victorious, that is, less totally destroyed than "capitalism."

 Accordingly, too, the Soviet military have had an active interest and role in

 SALT.53 The strong endorsement of mutual deterrence made by the Soviet side

 from the very outset of the SALT talks, including by senior Soviet military repre-

 sentatives at SALT, was noted earlier. This was backed up by further concrete

 signals, including above all the Soviet indications (also from the very outset of

 SALT in late 1969) that they were opposed to a nation-wide ABM deployment

 which not only could fuel the competition in strategic offensive arms, but also

 could upset mutual assured destruction. The explicit prohibition on such nation-

 wide ABM deployments contained in Article I of the ABM Treaty was, in fact,

 included on Soviet initiative.54

 In sum, we see that far from having to infer from such things as the Soviet ac-

 ceptance of the ABM Treaty that there is a Soviet interest in mutual deterrence

 based on assured mutual retaliatory capability, there is a clear case for it in pre-
 viously unavailable confidential Soviet General Staff discussions preceding the

 opening of SALT, and from the SALT negotiating history as well.

 Maintaining Mutual Deterrence

 The Soviet leadership, as the American, continues to look in the first instance
 and in the final account to its own unilateral military strength as the guarantor

 of deterrence of the other side and of mutual deterrence. In both cases, the pro-

 fessional military leadership in particular remains somewhat skeptical of the

 role that arms control-especially bilateral (or multilateral) negotiated commit-

 ments to strategic arms limitations-can play in securing such deterrence. At

 the same time, there is good evidence that national leaderships, including at least
 some professional military men, have increasingly come to accept negotiated

 strategic arms limitations as a contributing element in providing more stable

 and less costly deterrent military forces. As one of the few established Soviet

 civilian commentators on strategic matters put it (in 1976): "Under contem-

 porary circumstances a real possibility to find a common interest with a poten-

 53. See Raymond L. Garthoff, "SALT and the Soviet Military," Problems of Communism,
 January-February 1975, pp. 21-37.
 54. See Raymond L. Garthoff, "Negotiating with the Russians: Some Lessons from SALT,"
 International Security, 1, no. 4, (Spring 1977): 17.
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 tial adversary is to be found in the area of ... the stabilization of the military

 balance by means of limiting the arms race."55

 In the Soviet view-shared by military and civilian leaders-just as in the

 mainstream of American thinking in the 1970s, overall "parity" has existed for
 about a decade. There are those-again in Moscow and in Washington-who

 are apprehensive as to whether this parity will be upset by some successful effort
 of the other side. But successive U.S. Secretaries of Defense and Chairmen of the

 Joint Chiefs of Staff have agreed, even when sometimes sounding such an alarm
 for the future (fortunately, one that seems each few years to recede to a few

 years hence), that "at present" there is an overall strategic parity-that while
 each side has certain areas of superiority they balance out to yield an overall

 parity.

 Parity was of course for the Soviet side an improvement over the previous

 American unilateral superiority. Soviet political leaders had from the ebullient

 Khrushchev of the late 1950s on been claiming superiorities, and overall parity.

 But only in the early to mid-1970s did the Soviet military leaders admit that an

 assured retaliatory capability for the Soviet Union had come about only in the

 1960s-actually, the late 1960s. And the Soviet military have acknowledged

 throughout the 1970s, as have the American, that while each side has certain
 areas of superiority, these balance out to yield an overall parity. Nevertheless,

 there remain uncertainties as to the future.

 The Soviet military leaders, and other Soviet leaders and commentators, with

 varying degrees of alarm continue to display considerable suspicion of Ameri-
 can intentions and concern over growing American capabilities and as to why this
 continued increase in capabilities is sought. To be sure, some of these expressions

 of concern serve other purposes, such as argument to support requested Soviet
 military programs. But many have the ring of sincerity about them and many
 cite incontrovertible evidence to support their arguments on capabilities, as well

 as "evidence" which to a Soviet reader (and writer) may seem convincing in alle-

 gations of nefarious American objectives and intentions.
 Much of this may sound familiar to an American reader as a description of the

 obverse American suspicions of Soviet military buildup and hostile designs.
 A description of an adversary in terms of a "mirror image" of oneself (either as

 equally benign or belligerent) based on unverified assumptions, often unconscious

 ones, must be eschewed; when, however, there is a parallel perception of the other
 side it is important to recognize that fact.

 55. Trofimenko, SShA: Politika, voina, ideologiya, p. 324.
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 In the Soviet perception, the United States has continued, notwithstanding

 SALT and detente, to seek military superiority. Although some highly placed
 American leaders and others have or are considered to have "soberly" evalu-

 ated the strategic situation and given up pursuit of supremacy, powerful forces

 are believed to continue to seek advantage and superiority in order to compel

 Soviet acquiescence in American policy preferences. Moreover, actual American

 military policy and programs are seen as seeking to upset or to circumvent the
 nuclear mutual deterrent balance.

 A series of developments since the SALT I agreements were signed in 1972

 are seen in this light, above all the open pursuit of counterforce capabilities

 through increasingly accurate and numerous MIRV systems. The existing 1046

 Poseidon and Minuteman III missiles with their 6000-7000 independently tar-

 gettable warheads (to say nothing of having in addition the vastly superior
 American strategic bomber force, the other 664 ICBMs and SLBMs, and Ameri-
 can theater nuclear forces capable of striking the Soviet Union) do currently pro-

 vide a superior counterforce capability against the Soviet ICBM force (and, for
 that matter, against the Soviet bomber and submarine missile forces, since these
 are not kept on the same degree of airfield alert or deployment at sea as are

 their American counterparts). This superiority is evident in two senses: first,

 greater than present Soviet capability (although the Soviets are, not surprisingly,
 moving to upgrade their capacity); and second, more ominous for the Soviet
 side because far more Soviet than American strategic eggs are in the fixed land-
 based ICBM force basket. Also, as noted above, other Soviet intercontinental

 forces are less numerous, less capable, and more vulnerable. Given the concerns
 in the United States over the growing-but still future-Soviet threat to Ameri-
 can ICBMs, is it any wonder that conservative Soviet military planners and re-

 sponsive political leaders would be concerned over the growing existing Ameri-

 can capabilities? And the full currently planned and announced American

 programs for the Mark 12A warhead for Minuteman III, the MX ICBM, and the
 Trident I and II submarine and missile systems-to say nothing of strategic cruise

 missiles-would result in a still greater American overall (and counterforce) ad-

 vantage ten years from now than we have today, even with all Soviet pro-

 grams estimated to be deployed within that period!

 It is not the purpose of the present discussion to argue for or against particular

 American military programs. Moreover, the Carter Administration has declared
 its readiness to foreclose at least some future programs in balanced strategic arms
 limitations in SALT II or III. But from the vantage-point of Moscow, while a

 general nuclear balance had come into being by the late 1960s, and parity was
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 recognized and supported in the SALT I accords, continued major Soviet military

 efforts are needed to keep up the balance.

 Soviet generals often cite a statement made by General Secretary Brezhnev in
 1970:

 We have created strategic forces which constitute a reliable means of deterring
 any aggressor. We shall respond to any and all attempts from any quarter to ob-
 tain military superiority over the USSR with a suitable increase in military
 strength to guarantee our defense. We cannot do otherwise.56

 This of course remains a postulate of Soviet policy (as, indeed, of parallel Amer-

 ican policy).

 What effect has SALT had on the applicability of this postulate, and what is

 the potential role for SALT in the future?

 Let us recall the important discussion by General Zemskov in the General

 Staff journal in 1969. He spoke of a "nuclear balance" and of the particular im-

 portance of the possible "disruption" of that balance in case of "the creation by

 one of the sides of highly effective means of anti-ballistic missile defense while

 the other side lags considerably in solution of these tasks" and that it would
 "increase many times the danger of a nuclear war" if the West achieved such

 an advantage.57 It is clear that this reflected a view held at the highest political
 and military levels, and the congruence of Soviet and American views and ob-
 jectives led to the ABM Treaty in SALT signed in May 1972.

 Many Soviet writers have noted in general terms the effect of SALT in reflect-
 ing and supporting parity and even the nuclear balance. Trofimenko expressed

 with particular precision the effect of the ABM Treaty on mutual deterrence, as

 seen by the Soviets. He described "a situation of equality of strategic capabili-
 ties of the USSR and the U.S. stemming from the essential equality in the balance

 of strategic arms (in particular, since each of the sides under any circumstances

 retains the capability for a retaliatory strike on the vital centers of the other)."

 While this situation had developed by the late 1960s, and was only implicitly
 codified in the SALT I agreements in 1972, Trofimenko does speak of "the equal-
 izing of the capabilities of the USSR and the U.S. for a retaliatory strike (in par-

 ticular as a result of the prohibition on the creation of nation-wide ABM systems

 through the 1972 Treaty) . 58 and most specifically, he writes:

 56. L. I. Brezhnev, Leninskim kursom [The Leninist Course] vol. 3 (Moscow: Politizdat, 1970),
 p. 541.

 57. Zemskov, Voyennaya mysl', no. 5, May 1969, p. 59.
 58. Trofimenko, SShA: Politika, voina, ideologiya, pp. 318 and 317.
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 The conclusion of the ABM Treaty and its subsequent Protocol [reducing the
 number of permitted ABM defense areas from two to one for each side] for all
 practical purposes cast off the key link of 'offense-defense' in the field of strategic
 systems. By relinquishing deployment of nation-wide ABM systems, the two
 sides eliminated one of the main motivating stimuli to the further buildup of
 efforts in the field of offensive systems.59

 This recognition of the key significance of the ABM Treaty in "preventing the

 emergence of a chain reaction of competition between offensive and defensive

 arms" was specifically cited by Marshal Grechko, then Minister of Defense, and

 General of the Army (now Marshal) Kulikov, then Chief of the General Staff, in

 endorsing the Treaty when it was formally considered by the Supreme Soviet

 in the ratification process.60

 In viewing broadly the overall current situation, Trofimenko (and others, in-

 cluding Brezhnev) continue today to refer to "contemporary conditions, when

 Soviet-American strategic parity exists. "61

 But there was another element in General Zemskov's analysis in 1969. In addi-

 tion to noting the possibility of the disruption of the nuclear balance if "one

 side" (the United States) obtained an effective ABM capability and the other

 did not, he also noted such a danger "in case of a further sharp increase of nuclear

 [strike] potential" by one side.62 And this is the risk some Soviet military plan-
 ners have seen in the qualitative and quantitative superiority of the United States

 in MIRVed systems throughout the 1970s. If Soviet discussions in Military
 Thought in the mid and late 1970s were available there is no doubt this would

 appear as an explicit concern, notwithstanding recognition of the contribution of

 the SALT ABM Treaty to strategic stability.
 There are many indications of this concern in Soviet discussions. Albeit with-

 out specific reference to MIRV, one worth citing is the statement by the now re-
 tired former General Staff Colonel Vasily M. Kulish, writing soon after the SALT I

 agreements had been reached:

 The appearance of new types of weapons could seriously affect the relation of
 military forces between the two world systems.... Far-reaching international
 consequences could arise in the event that one side possessed qualitatively new

 59. Ibid., pp. 324-325.
 60. The quotation is from General of the Army Viktor G. Kulikov, cited in Izvestiya, 24
 August 1972; a similar statement by Marshal Andrei A. Grechko appears in Pravda, 30 Sep-
 tember 1972.
 61. Trofimenko, SShA: Politika, voina, ideologiya, p. 323.
 62. Zemskov, Voyennaya mysl', no. 5, May 1969, p. 59.
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 strategic weapons which could serve to neutralize the ability of the opposing side
 to carry out effective retaliatory operations ... even a relatively small and brief
 superiority by the United States over the Soviet Union in the development of
 certain "old" or "new" types and systems of weapons that significantly increase
 the strategic effectiveness of American military power could exert a destabilizing
 influence on the international political situation throughout the entire world
 and present extremely unfavorable consequences for the cause of peace and social-
 ism.63

 The main concern of the Soviet leadership is American political-military stra-

 tegic intentions. They are concerned over growing American counterforce capa-

 bilities and parallel American advocacy of counterforce concepts both because of

 their impact threatening destabilization of the existing balance and because

 *of what they suspect as to the underlying American intentions. Dr. Trofimenko,
 for example, concludes that the "genuine parity" reflected and bolstered by the
 SALT ABM Treaty "does not suit American military theoreticians." He ar-

 gues that "the true nature of American strategic missile targeting is a most im-

 portant state secret, and the American command can target its missiles in any
 way it wishes without speaking out publicly about it. Hence the public campaign

 of the Pentagon connected with the advertised 'retargetting' [of the Schlesinger
 Doctrine] is . . . a conscious effort to put psychological pressure on the other

 side . "64
 The reversal of American stated policy on the destabilizing nature of coun-

 terforce capabilities, and the open pursuit of such capabilities since 1974 has con-

 siderably raised Soviet suspicions, especially as it accompanied the failure to
 reach a SALT agreement based on the Vladivostok accords.

 At the 'outset in SALT II in late 1972, the Soviet side did probe for reciprocal
 restraints on MIRV (and MARV) as well as more generally on new strategic pro-

 grams of both sides. These efforts were swamped by the tough overall Soviet

 position in SALT II, the lack of synchronization of MIRV technology (with the
 United States unwilling to restrain its advantages for early deployment, particu-
 larly since the Soviets could then catch up and gain from the greater MIRV po-

 tential of their larger throw-weight missiles), and the U.S. priority on efforts in

 SALT to move toward equalization of missile throw-weight.

 In short, despite some efforts on both sides, SALT II has not yet succeeded (as

 of this writing) in reinforcing and moving beyond the modest restraints estab-

 63. V. M. Kulish, in Voyennaya sila i mezhdunarodnye otnosheniya [Military Force and Inter-
 national Relations] (Moscow: IMO, 1972). p. 226.
 64. Trofimenko, SShA: Politika, voina, ideologiya, p. 319.
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 lished in the SALT I Interim Agreement of 1972 on strategic offensive weapons.

 Accordingly, while both sides continue to seek SALT limitations on strategic

 offensive arms, success in this effort-in contrast to the success of the ABM Treaty

 -has eluded them. And accordingly, both sides continue to place reliance on their

 respective unilateral programs to ensure not falling behind in the strategic balance.

 Differences in these programs, in turn, make increasingly difficult any agree-

 ment on meaningful limitations.

 Recent years have, however, seen hopeful developments in Soviet acceptance of

 the implications of mutual deterrence for strategic and political objectives. This
 may in time facilitate strategic arms limitation, or at least mute and stabilize the

 competition.

 Soviet military and political leaders have ceased to call for strategic supe-
 riority as an objective since the 24th Party Congress in April 1971, which also
 marked a turning point in SALT. Instead, mutual deterrence, a balance, parity,
 and equal security are advocated. To be sure, this is often expressed in terms
 implying that it is only the West which had aggressive aims which are re-

 strained by mutual deterrence. But it is nonetheless an important advance. Brezh-
 nev stated the general Soviet political view in 1975 in these words:

 International detente has become possible because a new relation of forces has
 been established in the world arena. Now the leaders of the bourgeois world can
 no longer entertain serious intentions of resolving the historic dispute between
 capitalism and socialism by force of arms. The senselessness and extreme danger
 of further tension are becoming increasingly obvious under conditions where
 both sides possess weapons of colossal destructive power.65

 Notwithstanding the fact-that each side sees only a need to deter the other, both
 recognize the fact of mutual strategic "sufficiency" and assured retaliatory capa-

 bility and the resulting mutual deterrence.

 On the eve of the Carter Administration, in a major policy address at Tula,
 Brezhnev authoritatively disavowed the aim of military superiority aimed at a

 first strike, reaffirming security as an aim, deterrence and the goal of disarma-
 ment:

 Of course, comrades, we are improving our defenses. It cannot be otherwise. We
 have never neglected and will never neglect the security of 'our country and the
 security of our allies.

 But the allegations that the Soviet Union is going beyond what is sufficient

 65. L. I. Brezhnev, "In the Name of Peace and Happiness for Soviet People," Pravda, 14
 June 1975.
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 for defense, that it is striving for superiority in arms, with the aim of delivering
 a "first strike," are absurd and utterly unfounded ...

 Our efforts are aimed at preventing both first and second strikes and at pre-
 venting nuclear war altogether . . . The Soviet Union's defense potential must
 be sufficient to deter anyone from disturbing our peaceful life. Not a course
 aimed at superiority in arms but a course aimed at their reduction, at lessening
 military confrontation-that is our policy.66

 The Soviet position was spelled out more fully in Pravda shortly after the

 Tula speech by the American affairs expert, Academician Arbatov. He vigorously

 refuted arguments that the Soviet Union was seeking superiority, and accurate-

 ly described in some detail areas of the strategic balance in which the Soviet

 Union leads (the overall number of ICBM and SLBM missile launchers; strategic

 missile "throw-weight") and in which the United States leads (numbers of stra-

 tegic bombers and bomber "throw-weight"; numbers of missile warheads;

 forward submarine bases; "and much else"). Thus, he notes, "while enjoying

 an approximate equality (parity) in general, the two countries have within this

 parity considerable differences (asymmetries) in various components 'of their

 armed forces, connected with differences in geographic situations, the nature of

 possible threats to their security, technical characteristics of individual weapons

 systems, and even in traditions of military organization." The main thing,

 though, is "the existence 'of an approximate balance, that is, a parity in the rela-
 tion of forces about which the USSR and the United States came to agreement

 with the signing of the principle of equal rights to security.""

 Public acceptance of parity began to be stressed in early 1977, even prior

 to Brezhnev's speech. For example, TASS political correspondent Kornilov noted

 that "there exists parity, equality of military might. It is precisely this principle,

 the principle of parity and the principle of equal security stemming from it which

 is steadily and persistently upheld by the Soviet Union ..."68 Viktor Berezin,

 another commentator, also noted:

 ... there can only be approximation and never absolute balance in military po-
 tentials of the two great powers.... if we look at the general relation of forces
 between East and West, we will not see any basic advantages [to either side] . ..

 66. L. I. Brezhnev, "Outstanding Exploit of the Defenders of Tula," Radio Moscow, 18 January,
 and Pravda and Izvestiya, 19 January, 1977.
 67. G. A. Arbatov, "The Great Lie of the Opponents of Detente," Pravda, 5 February 1977.
 Arbatov repeated this point in a broadcast interview on Radio Moscow on February 12, 1977.
 68. Yury Kornilov, TASS Commentary, Radio Moscow, 12 January 1977.
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 with powerful strategic arms being possessed by both sides, any small advantage
 by either is seen as illusory.69

 Again late in 1977, on the occasion of the Sixtieth Anniversary of the Bolshe-

 vik Revolution, Brezhnev returned to this theme, stating:

 The Soviet Union is effectively looking after its own defense, but it does not
 and will not seek military superiority over the other side. We do not want to up-
 set the approximate equilibrium of military strength existing at present
 ... between the USSR and the United States. But in return we insist that no one
 else should seek to upset it in his favor.70

 This is a more far-reaching statement than the earlier one denying an aim of

 superiority "with the aim of a first strike"; it denies superiority as a current or

 future aim for any purpose.
 A major Soviet statement on the SALT negotiations, which appeared as an

 unsigned editorial in Pravda on February 11, 1978, noted approvingly "the ob-
 jectively existing equilibrium of strategic forces between the USSR and the

 U.S."-71 Similarly, Marshal Kulikov wrote:

 The Soviet state, effectively looking after its defense, is not seeking to achieve
 military superiority over the other side, but at the same time it cannot permit the
 approximate balance which has taken shape ... between the USSR and the U.S.
 to be upset, to the disadvantage of our security.72

 Many other authoritative commentators have echoed these themes of parity,

 equal security, and the non-pursuit of superiority.

 Especially interesting have been a number 'of commentaries and discussions

 in the open military press. Before Brezhnev's Tula speech, in early 1977, Red
 Star carried two commentaries asserting that "parity" was a reality and had

 been the basis for U.S.-Soviet relations "in recent years," and that the military

 power of the United States and the Soviet Union was said to be regarded by
 "unbiased experts" as "about equal."73

 69. Viktor Berezin, Radio Moscow, 31 January 1977.

 70. L. I. Brezhnev, "The Great October Revolution and the Progress of Mankind," Radio Mos-
 cow, (live) 2 November 1977; also in Pravda and Izvestiya, 3 November 1977.
 71. Editorial, "The Task of Limiting Strategic Arms: Prospects and Problems," Pravda,
 11 February 1978.
 72. Marshal Viktor G. Kulikov, "Sixty Years on Guard over the Achievements of the October
 Revolution," Partiinaya zhizn', no. 1, January 1978.
 73. TASS unsigned, "Who Sets the Tone?" Krasnaya Zvezda, 12 January 1977, and Yury Korni-
 lov, "Myths and Facts," Krasnaya Zvezda, 14 January 1977.
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 Appearing about the same time as Brezhnev's Tula speech, although signed

 to press a month earlier (December 17, 1976) was an interesting article in the

 Military-Historical Journal by Colonel Ye. Rybkin, long regarded in the West as

 a "Red Hawk." Colonel Rybkin, a professor on the Lenin Military-Political

 Academy staff, citing Lenin that "war is a continuation of politics," but in al-

 most direct refutation of Rybkin's earlier expressed views, cited the essential

 need for the possibility of peaceful coexistence and the prevention of war.74 The

 point of particular interest to the present discussion is not only Rybkin's con-

 clusion that "Rejection of a nuclear war ... is dictated by the new realities of the

 era," but that "a so-called 'nuclear parity' has been established between the

 USSR and the United States, that is, a certain balance of power, which was offi-

 cially recognized at the Soviet-American talks in 1972-74, with a mutual agree-

 ment not to disrupt the balance."75 Moreover, in arguing that there is "an ob-

 jective need to end the arms race," Rybkin cites the argument that "the quantity

 of nuclear weapons has reached such a level that a further increase would in prac-
 tice make no change," and he cites Brezhnev's statement of July 1974 that "a

 sufficient quantity of arms has been amassed to destroy everything alive on earth

 several times over."76 (Brezhnev, incidentally, had echoed his own 1974 remarks

 a few weeks earlier in a speech in Bucharest.77)

 Another prominent Soviet military writer, Major General Rair Simonyan, a

 professor at the Frunze Academy, has argued:

 Given the priority of strategic forces, when both sides possess weapons capable
 of destroying many times over all life on earth, neither the addition of new
 armaments nor an increase in their destructive power can bring any substantial
 military-and still less political-advantage.78

 He also cites and explicitly agrees with an American statement that: "In the con-

 temporary world it is impossible to insure security by means of an arms build-

 up."79
 An editorial in Red Star in mid-1977, in arguing the need not to be complacent

 74. Col. Ye. Rybkin, "The 25th Congress of the CPSU and the Problem of Peaceful Coexistence
 Between Socialism and Capitalism," Voyenno-istoricheskii Zhurnal [The Military-Historical
 Journal], no. 1, January 1977, pp. 5 ff.
 75. Ibid., p. 8.
 76. Ibid., p. 8. (The original Brezhnev statement is in Pravda, 22 July 1974.)
 77. L. I. Brezhnev, Radio Moscow, TASS, 24 November 1976.
 78. Maj. Gen. R. Simonyan, "Disarmament-Demand of the Times: Concerning the Risk of Con-
 frontation," Pravda, 14 June 1977.
 79. Ibid.
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 in the quest for peace, commented: "After all, it is a case of the fate of world
 civilization and the future of all mankind."80

 We thus see a new readiness even by military commentators to accept strate-

 gic parity, mutual deterrence, and the inadmissibility of nuclear war publicly.
 It is of some interest and significance that there is now also a campaign to go

 beyond codification of a nuclear balance on the basis of parity at the very high
 levels currently existing. This criticism from "the left" so to speak is more

 noticeable with the quieting of reservations from the "right" so sharply drama-
 tized by Colonel Rybkin's "conversion." A writer in Pravda in late 1976 argued:

 Trying to justify the arms race, certain political circles in Western countries
 propagandize some sort of balance of terror which is supposedly necessary to main-
 tain peace and insure the security of peoples. But such a balance is an unreliable
 foundation for security. The real way to achieve security is to observe the prin-

 81
 ciple of the non-use of force ...

 This does not oppose a nuclear balance based on parity; it argues a need to go
 beyond it. Others arguing this point usually stress the need to proceed to disarma-

 ment.

 The accumulated means of mass destruction are such that an exchange of nuclear
 strikes contradicts even the most narrowly construed national security interests
 and seriously threatens the lives of peoples ...

 The "balance of terror" cannot guarantee security . . . There is a danger of
 their [the accumulated weapons] accidental or unsanctioned use. The numbers
 of these weapons are constantly growing ...

 In other words, if one wants to live in security, struggle to resolve the prob-
 lems of disarmament.82

 Even Brezhnev's major speech on the Sixtieth Anniversary of the Bolshevik Revo-

 lution, after renouncing an aim of superiority and stating that the Soviets "did not

 want to upset the approximate equilibrium of military strength that now exists,"
 went on to state: "Needless to say, maintaining the existing equilibrium is not an

 end in itself. We are in favor of starting a downward turn in the curve of the arms

 race and of gradually reducing the level of the military confrontation. We want

 80. Editorial, "Vigilance Must Be Raised Higher!" Krasnaya Zvezda, 22 June 1977.
 81. V. Larin, "A Topical Proposal," Pravda, 27 October 1976.
 82. Yu. Nilov, "The Time Has Come to Call a Halt," Novoye vremya, no. 23, June 1977, p. 6.
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 to reduce substantially, and then to eliminate, the threat of nuclear war-the

 most formidable danger for mankind."83

 Perhaps the most sophisticated argument along this line was made several

 years ago by two retired military men now with the Institute of the USA

 and Canada, General Milshtein and Colonel Semeyko. They stressed the impor-

 tance of the Soviet-American agreements of 1972 and the Prevention of Nuclear

 War Agreement of 1973, which they said were made possible only by "proceed-

 ing from their mutual recognition of the fact that nuclear war would have devas-

 tating consequences for mankind and from the need to reduce and in the final

 analysis to eliminate the danger of nuclear war . ..84 Milshtein and Semeyko are

 realistic in their criticism of mutual deterrence as not being an "ideal solution."

 Of course, the concept of "mutual deterrence," which presupposes the existence
 of enormous nuclear forces capable of "assured destruction" is not an ideal solu-
 tion to the problem of peace and the prevention of nuclear conflict.85

 They argue that some influential elements in the United States have tried to

 escape mutual deterrence by pursuing "acceptable" limited nuclear options, "se-

 lective targetting" concepts and the like. This course they reject, while endors-

 ing the effort to move from mutual deterrence on the path of detente, arms limi-

 tation, disarmament and peaceful coexistence. "Preventing nuclear war in any of

 its forms, large or small, and the limitation of the arms race, are the central prob-

 lem of Soviet-American relations."86

 Another analyst at the USA Institute, Dr. Trofimenko, has argued that the

 United States was led into SALT only by "a realization of the impossibility of the

 United States achieving a position of strategic military superiority over the Soviet

 Union" and readiness to accept parity, and by recognition of "the inevitability of
 a crushing counter-strike if the United States delivered a nuclear missile strike

 on the USSR..."87 But he is led by consideration of military developments

 over the period 1972 through 1976 to conclude that:

 83. L. I. Brezhnev, Radio Moscow, TASS English translation, 2 November 1977; Pravda and
 Izvestiya, 3 November 1977. This supplementary passage was omitted in the speech as deliv-
 ered live on Radio Moscow, but was included in subsequent broadcasts in translation and
 in all printed versions of the speech.
 84. [Lt. Gen.] M. A. Milshtein and [Col.] L. S. Semeyko, "The Problem of the Inadmissibility
 of a Nuclear Conflict (On New Approaches in the United States)," SShA, no. 11, November
 1974, p. 4.
 85. Ibid., p. 9.
 86. Ibid., pp. 10-12.
 87. G. A. Trofimenko, "US Foreign Policy in the Seventies: Words and Deeds," SShA, no. 12,
 December 1976, pp. 15 and 19.
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 Indeed, the matter of preventing nuclear war is not a policy of passive tem-
 porizing based on a presumption that a certain formal codification of the Soviet-
 American nuclear balance carried out in recent years is necessary and sufficient
 to maintain military stability, but only major new constructive steps in the
 sphere of military detente are able really to prevent a gradual slide toward nu-
 clear catastrophe.88

 A number of discussions in 1977 and 1978 have reflected disappointment and

 concern at the U.S. position. As Brezhnev put it in a speech in May 1977, "I am

 convinced that not a single statesman, or public figure, or thinking person can

 avoid his share of responsibility in the struggle against the threat of war, for this
 means responsibility for the very future of mankind itself. I shall not conceal

 the fact that our concern over the continuing arms race, including the strategic

 arms race, has grown in connection with the positions adopted in these matters

 by the new American Administration."89

 A commentator commemorating the fifth anniversary of the first Nixon-Brezh-

 nev Summit in May 1972, noted:

 Both our powers possess tremendous economic and military potential, and be-
 cause of this a state of conflict between them, which would be fraught with the
 risk of an armed clash, could lead to fatal consequences for the entire world.

 For thousands of years war has been a continuation of policy, only by other,
 forcible, means. When diplomacy was unable to achieve one or another objective,
 armed force was used. A rejection of the use of armed force and the threat of its
 use together with a' commitment to resolve differences by peaceful means would
 mean, at least in prospective-clearly not yet in the near run-transition to a
 completely new and unprecedented method of conducting international rela-
 tions, where armed force and war cease to be instruments of policy ...

 Whereas in previous eras whole peoples were sometimes exterminated and great
 civilizations perished as a result of wars, at that time an aggressor, having well
 prepared for the attack could calculate that in case of victory his country had a
 chance of surviving, even after a very destructive war. In our age there is no
 such chance.90

 Soviet thinking, increasingly expressed by military as well as political leaders

 and spokesmen, even in open publications, reflects the readiness to give an im-

 88. Ibid., p. 27.
 89. L. I. Brezhnev, Radio Moscow, 29 May 1977.
 90. V. M. Berezhkov, "The Basic Principles of Soviet-American Relations," SShA, no. 4,
 April 1977, pp. 3, 5, 8 and 8-9.
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 portant place to agreements on strategic arms limitation and on political rela-

 tions with the United States-if such agreements can be reached on a mutually
 acceptable basis. In the United States there is a similar readiness. But there are

 substantial difficulties in negotiating such agreements, even given a compatibil-
 ity of aims, and success is by no means assured. Moreover, there are skeptics and

 recalcitrants on both sides. And there is prudence, hedged by desire for a margin

 of insurance, and fed by suspicions and fears-to say nothing of technical and

 intelligence uncertainties-all affecting respective unilateral military programs

 designed to safeguard deterrence, and negotiating stance and objectives. Main-

 taining mutual deterrence is not easy, even though mutual deterrence is a desir-

 able situation. And negotiating agreed restraints is, while the best way to support

 it, also the most difficult.

 Conclusion

 A number of American commentators have argued that the Soviets, and in par-

 ticular the Soviet military, reject or at least do not accept the concept of mutual

 deterrence, and they sometimes go on to question the basis for possible strategic

 arms limitation. These writers may not have been sufficiently aware of the rec-

 ord. It has sometimes been alleged that Soviet statements on such propositions as

 mutual deterrence and the unacceptability of general nuclear war are "for export,"
 and they are contrasted with open Soviet military discussions. The evidence from

 such sources as the confidential General Staff organ Military Thought dispels such
 erroneous conclusions.

 The record indicates that the Soviet political and military leadership accepts

 a strategic nuclear balance between the Soviet Union and the United States as a

 fact, and as the probable and desirable prospect for the foreseeable future. They

 are pursuing extensive military programs to ensure that they do not fail to main-

 tain their side of the balance, which they see as in some jeopardy given planned

 American programs. They seek to stabilize and to maintain mutual deterrence.

 In Marxist-Leninist eyes, military power is not and should not be the driving

 element in world politics. With "imperialist" military power held in check, the

 decisive social-economic forces of history would determine the future of the

 world. In their view, the United States has come to accept mutual deterrence, and
 some strategic arms limitations, not because it is our preference, but because we

 have no alternative given the general world "relation of forces," and Soviet mili-

 tary power in particular.

 Strategic arms limitation achieved one signal concrete success in the SALT I
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 ABM Treaty. The absence of success to date in limiting effectively strategic

 offensive arms is seen as requiring continuing unilateral efforts, even strenuous

 ones, to prevent upsetting the strategic nuclear balance-which is generally sta-

 ble, but is not assured without continuing efforts primarily though unilateral

 military programs but also potentially through agreed arms limitations.

 Much of what has been said in the preceding paragraphs could easily be turned

 around to describe American views of the situation. This is not because of any

 careless resort to a "mirror image." There are, in fact, at this juncture a number

 of parallel perceptions-and misperceptions-held by both sides. Despite great-

 ly differing ultimate objectives, the principal problems in arms control accommo-

 dations are not due to differing operative aims of the two sides, but to differing

 perceptions, to suspicions, and to the difficulties of gearing very different mili-
 tary forces and programs into balanced and mutually acceptable strategic arms

 limitations. To illuminate Soviet thinking on this matter is one step to under-
 standing the problem and to finding its solution.
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